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The latest version in the change history contains all updates made in previous issues.

V1.0 2023-01-11 first issue.

V2.0 2023-02-15 Add functionality and usage of smart meters .
Grounding  mounting position adjustment.

(1) All information in this document is copyrighted by Zhejiang Uniview Technologies (hereinafter referred to as "the Company"), 

      and no part of this document may be reproduced in any commercial manner.

(2) The Company makes no warranties or warranties of any kind, express or implied,with respect to any equipment and software described herein,

      but not limited to any implied warranties of its usefulness, commerciality, or fitness for any particular purpose. 

      IN NO EVENT WILL THE COMPANY OR ITS DISTRIBUTORS OR DEALERS BE LIABLE FOR INDIRECT OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES.

(3) The Company strictly abides by local laws and regulations, and all products are in line with local laws and standards.

(4) Please follow the instructions in this user manual to use and operate the battery system, otherwise it may affect the protection design of

      the battery system and invalidate the warranty commitment of the battery system.

(5) Specifications in this document are subject to change without notice. Every effort has been made to keep this document complete, 

      accurate and up-to-date.However, some improvements may be required in some cases without notice.

The Company assumes no responsibility for any damages arising from this document, including but not limited to omissions, 

typographical errors, arithmetic errors, or listed errors in this document.

The Company reserves the right of final interpretation of all contents in this user manual.

V3.0 2023-04-25 Upgrade the inverter, and adjust the accessories package, internal structure, UI display interface, operation logic, 
product specification, product installation method, smart meter installation.
Add an inverter and inverter signal connection module. 
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2. Product commitment
Our company promises that our products do not have defects caused by improper materials.



It is recommended to keep the battery power at

Eye screw X2 HandleX4

 Quick installation manual X12PIN terminal X3 3PIN terminalX1 6PIN terminalX1ScrewdriverX1

Smart meter X1＆CT X1

Spare screw X1 Spare silicone stoppers X4

Products user manual X1

DC connectorX2 pairsInverter data moduleX1Meter communication lineX1Ground cable X1

M8*12 screw X2 M6*12 screw X2

Fixed bracket X2 Latchkey X1

Expansion screw X4（2spare）

OT terminal X1



LVD/EMC/RE Directive

EU Authorised Representative   UNV Technology EUROPE B.V.  Room 2945,3rd Floor,Randstad 21-05 G,1314 BD,Almere,Netherlands.

The product this manual refers to is covered by 
the Waste Electrical & Electronic Equipment (WEEE) Directive 

and must be disposed of in a responsible manner.

Battery in the product complies with the European Battery
Directive 2013/56/EC. For proper recycling, return the battery 

to your supplier or to a designated collection point.

This product complies with the 
European Low Voltage Directive 2014/35/EU,

 EMC Directive 2014/30/EU and RE Directive 2014/53/EU.

WEEEDirective–2012/19/EU Battery Directive-2013/56/EC



Load

Economic mode 

（1）Day: when the electricity price is in the peak, use the battery to power the load first,and the remaining power can be sold to the grid.
（2）Night: when the electricity price is in the valley, set the time for the grid to charge the battery.

（1）Select Economic mode only when it meets the local laws and regulations, e.g., 
          whether the grid is allowed to charge the battery. If not, do not use this mode.
（2）It is recommended to use economic mode in scenarios when the difference between peak and valley electricity prices is big. 
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Self consumption mode

（1）For solar power, consider self consumption mode as priority: the excess power charges the battery in day time; the battery supplies
         power to the load when there is no solar power generated at night. It improves the self consumption rate and saves electricity costs. 
（2）It is suitable for areas with high electricity prices and little or no solar power generation subsidies. 

Back-up mode

（1）When the power generated in the PV system is sufficent,it charges the batter as priority And the excess power charges the load. 
         The remaining power will be sold to the grid.
（2）When there is no power generated in the PV system:
       •The grid supplies the load when the power grid is normal.
       •The inverter enters off-grid mode and the battery supplies power to the load when the grid is  abnormal. 

（1）Day:when the power generated in the PVsystem is sufficient,it supplies the household load as priority.And the excess power charges the batteries first .
                 the remaining power will be sold to the grid.
                 when the power generated in the PVsystem is insufficient,use the battery supplies the load first.If the battery power is insufficient,
                 then the load will be powered by the grid.
（2）Night:If the battery power is sufficient, the load will be powered by the battery.If the battery power is not enough, the load will be powered by the grid.

（1）The back-up mode is mainly applied to the scenario where the grid is unstable and there is an important load.When the grid is
          disconnected,the inverter turns to off-grid mode to supply power to the load; when the grid is restored, the inverter switches to on-grid mode.
（2）The battery stops discharging when it reaches SOC. When there is sunlight the next day, 
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WiFi signal interface

There are slight differences in different models and versions. 
The pictures are for reference only, and all received physical products shall prevail.
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COM Port with BMS(BMS) 

Communication Port（COM2） 

PV DC Input Port（PV1/PV2）
DC Switch 
DC Switch Locking Hole（Australia） 
BACK-UP AC Output Port
ON-GRID AC Output Port 
Grounding Terminal Battery DC Input Port(BATTERY+/-) 

Communication Module Interface(COM1) 

COM Port with Meter(METER) 
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SOCThe inverter is power on and 
in the standby mode.

The inverter is starting up and 
in the self-check mode.

The inverter is in normal operation 
under grid-tied or off-grid imalmodes.

BACK-UP output overload.

A fault has occurred.

The inverter is powered off.

The grid is normal and 
the inverter is in grid-tied mode.

BACK-UP is off.

The grid is abnormal and 
the inverter is in off-grid mode.

The monitoring module of 
the inverter is resetting.

The inverter fails to connect with 
the communication terminal device. 

Faults between the communication
 terminal device and Server.

The monitoring of the inverter operates well.

The monitoring module of the inverter
 has not been started yet.
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1. The depth of discharge (DOD) of a new battery is 100%. All data is measured at a temperature range of 25±3°C and at a C-rate of 0.2C. Available power may vary with different inverters. 
    Rated charge-discharge current and power are affected by temperature and SOC status.
2. The inverter also has a self-protection mechanism for derating at high temperature (45°C~50°C).
3. Specifications in this document are subject to change without notice. We have made every effort to make this document complete, accurate and up-to-date, 
    and the Company does not assume any responsibility for any loss caused by this document.

4.7 Production specifications

ESS-SAH5B10

Rated Voltage(V) Standard charging current(A)

OperatingTemperature(℃) 

Certification

Weight(kg)
Dimensions(W*D*H)(mm)

Rated Capacity(Ah)

Rated Energy(kWh)

Cell type

Standard discharging current(A)

Operating Condition  

IP Rating
Protective Class

Voltage Range(V)

Battery Number

10.24

LFP

200

100
100

44.8~57.6

d.c.51.2(25℃±2℃)

IFpP/50/160/120/[2P16S]E/0+50/90

Charge：0℃~55℃； Discharge：-20℃~55℃ 

IEC62619, IEC61000, IEC63056, IEC62109,RED, UN38.3
Cycle life ≥6000times(@25±2°C, 0.5C / 0.5C, 100%DOD, 70%EOL)

*1: The max power is the actual power of PV.              *2: 4600 for VDE-AR-N4105 & NRS 097-2-1.

9000

600

60~550

58

360

16

23

2

1

6000

6000

27.3

220/230/240 

50/60 <3%

220/230/240 

10000

50/60

43.5

27.3 6000*2

6000*2

*1Max.  Input Power (W)

Max.  Input Voltage (V)

MPPT Operating Voltage Range (V)

Start-up Voltage (V)

Norminal DC Input Voltage (V)

Max. Input Current per MPPT(A)

Max. Short Circuit Current per MPPT (A)

Number of MPP Trackers

Number of Strings per MPPT

Max.Output Apparent Power (VA)Max.  Output Current (A)

Nominal Output Voltage (V)  

Nominal Output Voltage (V)  

Nominal Output Frequency (Hz)

Back-Up Nominal Apparent Power(VA)

Output THDv (@Linear Load)

Nominal Apparent Power Output to Utility Grid (VA) 

Max. Apparent Power Output to Utility Grid (VA) 

Max. Apparent Power from Utility Grid (VA) 

Nominal AC Grid Frequency(HZ)

Max. AC Current From Utility Grid (A) 

Max. AC Current Output to Utility Grid (A) 

Power Factor

Max. Total Harmonic Distortion <3%

~1(Adjustable from 0.8 leading to 0.8 Lagging)

141(±1.5)
Indoors/outdoors

IP 65
I

700*212*1320(±5)

Model

Battery Input  Data

General  Data

PV String Input Data

AC Output Data (Back-Up)

AC Output Data (On-Grid)
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The product is heavy (about 141kg), please take it out carefully, and choose a suitable hoist if necessary.
The inner diameter of the eye ring is 16mm; the hoisting rope requires a minimum load-bearing capacity of 1 ton,
and the hoisting rope is not allowed to cross, knot or twist during use.

04

Install the 4 handles and
the two eye rings on the top.

03

Remove the silicone stoppers from 
the side and top ring holes.

Use the handles and eye rings on both sides to 
put the machine into the installation position. After lifting,
 remove the handles and eye rings, 
and plug the screw holes with silicone stoppers.
 (except ground hole)

02Take out the product, read the instruction 
carefully, and check the product.
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Load

COM NET STAT

Install the WiFi data receiver of the inverter. 
Check installation of the wiring harness and close the door.



5.6  Smart Meter & CT Connections 

Make sure the AC cable is totally isolated from AC power before connecting the Smart Meter and CT.

A Smart Meter with the CT in product box is compulsory for battery system installation. It can be used to detect the grid voltages and current directions, 
provide the operating condition of the battery system via RS485 communications. For more detailed information of the Smart Meter,

1. The Smart Meter with CT is already configured ; 
     please do not change any settings on the Smart Meter.
2. One Smart Meter can be used with only one battery system.
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Y
C

O
M

Smart Meter LED Indications

STATUS
POWER
ENERGY

COM

OFF
Not working

/

ON
Working

Importing
Single blink when data are transferred to the inverter

Blinking
/

Exporting

Smart Meter & CT connection diagram
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To Smart Meter

 Sm
art M

eter

PE

N

L

Grid

Load

CT Grid side

1

2

(1) The energy storage system is equipped with communication cables of 10m (default) long between the Meter
      and the energy storage system. Please install the meter and CT according to the actual situation.
(2) The electric meter and CT are shipped with the energy storage system, 
      and parameters have been preset at the factory.Do not modify the parameters of the meter and CT.
(3) Each energy storage system needs to be connected to a meter separately.
     Do not connect multiple energy storage systems to the same meter.
(4) For normal use of the meter and CT, please ensure the following:
    •Please make sure that the CT is connected with the phase line, CT1 is connected to L1, 
     CT2 is connected to L2, and CT3 is connected to L3.
   • Please connect the CT according to the direction of the meter, if it is reversed, 
     it will report a CT reverse fault.
(5) The battery BMS and Meter communication support the connection of standard RJ45 crystal plugs, 
     and the ports are defined as follows.
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View the connection status and 
corresponding data in the APP.

05

Load

Australia



(3S)

(5S)
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The indicator light "SYSTEM" turns green, 
and the battery system starts.

Set inverter parameters through SolarGo App.
Refer to inverter signal connection module 
for more details.

04

（It is a process to discharge the capacitor, with the indicator light going off slowly in about 30s）
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6.4.2 Application Scenario

6.4  Inverter signal connection 

Inverter Data Module

Cloud Interactive Web

Cloud Interactive APP

4G Communication Network

6.4.1 Technical Parameters

Communication 
Base Station

CloudSolarGo APP

Model
Input voltage
Power consumption
Dimensions (L*W*D)
Operating temperature
Working humidity
Working altitude

Frequency band

LS4G Kit-CN
5V

<4W
96mm*49mm*32mm

- 30~ 60°C
0 ~ 100% RH

<4000m
LTE-FDD：B1/B3/B5/B8

LTE-TDD：B34/B38/B39/B40/B41
GSM/GPRS：900/1800

LTE（Mbps）：10（DL）/5（UL）
GPRS（Kbps）：107（DL）/85.6（UL）

≥25

Due to upgrades of product version or other matters, the content of the document will be updated from time to time. 
Unless there is a special agreement, the content of the document cannot replace the safety precautions of the product label or 
user manual.All descriptions in this document are for guidance only.

Rate

Safe use period (years)
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6.4.3 Installation and commissioning

Install the inverter data module.

Inverter USB interface

(1) Power on the inverter, and the inverter data module is powered on.
(2) Observe the status of the 4G module and the inverter indicator light.

(01) Inverter data module*1
(02)(Optional) 5PIN-USB adapter*1
(03)(Optional) M3 screws

Check whether the deliverables 
are correct.

(1) Make sure the inverter is powered off when installing the inverter data module.
(2) Please wear anti-static gloves during installation and pay attention to electrostatic protection.

6.4.4 Power on the device

Before replacing the inverter data module, please confirm that the inverter has been powered off and
a new inverter data module has been prepared.

01 02

(1) Remove the inverter data module.
(2) Install a new inverter data module.

Off

On

On

On

On

On

On

On

4G module: green 4Gmodule: blue

Off

-

0.2s On，1.8s Off

1.8s On，0.2s Off

1.8sOn，0.2s Off

0.125s On,0.125s Off

0.2s On，8s Off

· 1.8s On，0.2s Off

· 0.2s On，1.8s Off

2Flash

-

2Flash

2Flash

Steady on

Steady on

2Flash

4Flash

Inverter communication light

The module is not fastened nor powered on.

The module is fastened and powered.

Under the status of dialing and 

searching for the network.

Successful dial. 

Successful cloud connection.

The inverter communicates with the cloud through the module.

The SIM card is not installed or

 the SIM card is in poor contact.

Failed to connect to the cloud due to no traffic.

Fasten the module and power it on.

normal status

normal status

normal status

normal status

normal status

Insert the SIM card and make sure 

the SIM card is in good contact.

Please recharge in time and restart the inverter.

Possible fault causes Troubleshooting solutions



236.4.5  Setting Inverter Parameters via SolarGo App

For normal operation of the energy storage system, please use the SolarGo APP to set the inverter parameters.

SolarGo App is one smart phone application used to communicate with the inverter via bluetooth, WiFi, 4G or GPRS modules. 
Commonly used functions:

(1)Check the operating data, software version, alarms, etc.
(2)Set grid parameters, communication parameters, etc.
(3)Maintain the equipment.
(4)Upgrade the software version of the inverter.

For more details, refer to the SolarGo APP User Manual. Scan the QR code or visit  
https://en.goodwe.com/Ftp/EN/Downloads/User%20Manual/GW_SolarGo_User%20Manual-EN.pdf to get the user manual.

SEMS Portal is an monitoring platform used to communicate with the inverter via WiFi, LAN, 4G or GPRS.
Commonly used functions:

(1)Manage the organization or User information;
(2)Add and monitor the power plant information;
(3)Maintain the equipment.

6.4.6  Monitoring via SEMS Portal

SEMS Portal SEMS Portal User Manual 

SolarGo App SolarGo App User Manual 
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(depth of discharge)
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